38th Map Competition Results

Best of Show

*The Essential Geography of the United States of America*
David Imus, Imus Geographics

Thematic

**Best of Category**

*Shipwrecks of the Delmarva*
Robert Pratt, Shomette & Pratt Associates

**Honorable Mentions**

*West Bank and Gaza*
Vickie Taylor and Alex Tait, International Mapping Associates, Inc.

*The Mississippi River System*
Daniel Huffman, University of Wisconsin-Madison

*Japan’s Swirling Seas*
Virginia White Mason, National Geographic Magazine

Reference

**Best of Category**

*The Essential Geography of the United States of America*
David Imus, Imus Geographics

**Honorable Mentions**

*High-Stakes Mine*
Virginia White Mason, National Geographic Magazine

*Tea Horse Road*
Martin Gamache, National Geographic Magazine
Recreation/Travel

**Best of Category**
*Yellowstone National Park*
Will Robertson, Beartooth Publishing

**Honorable Mentions**
*Rothrock Pennsylvania State Forest Trail Map*
Michael Hermann, Purple Lizard Maps

*A Guide to the San Jacinto Wilderness*
Daniel Spring, General Dynamics Information Technology (for the USDA Forest Service)

*Bartram Trail*
Kristian R. Underwood, KRU Cartographics

Book/Atlas

**Best of Category**
*The National Geographic Atlas of the World, Ninth Edition*
Carl Mehler, National Geographic

**Honorable Mention**
*Archaeology and Landscape in the Mongolian Altai: an Atlas*
Esther Jacobson-Tepfer, James E. Meacham, and Alethea Steingisser
University of Oregon

Interactive/Digital

**Best of Category**
*Battle of the Wilderness*
Alex Tait and Vickie Taylor, International Mapping Associates, Inc.

**Honorable Mentions**
*ESRI World Topographic Map Viewer*
Mamata Akella, Kelly Ling, Charlie Frye, ESRI, Inc.

*Michigan Department of Community Health Atlas of Health Facilities*
Kirk Goldsberry, Sarah Battersby, and Kristie Socia
Michigan State University/University of South Carolina/MDCH

Student Competition

**Arthur Robinson Award for Best Printed Map**
*Population and Recreation in East Central California*
Adam Thom, Sir Sandford Fleming College